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Cutera & SkinCeuticals Announce UK Partnership 

Leading Cosmeceuticals company and antioxidant authority, SkinCeuticals have announced a new 
commercial partnership with aesthetic technology manufacturer, Cutera. Focused on the UK aesthetics 
market, this new collaboration will see both brands work to develop a specialist treatment protocol that 
will help optimise clinical outcomes for patients.  

Tim Taylor, UK Country Manager: “I am delighted to announce this partnership alongside the global-
leading professional skincare companies in SkinCeuticals. I feel both the Cutera and SkinCeuticals brands 
complement each other perfectly, with our shared ambition for innovation together with results-driven 
treatments backed up by science and research. At Cutera, we feel passionately that our technology is 
unrivalled, which if used in combination with products as pioneering as SkinCeuticals, will only help 
enhance short-term results and improved skin health”.   

Michelle Goulbourne, National Sales Manager UKI at SkinCeuticals: “We are delighted to be partnering 
with Cutera, a leading provider of laser and other energy-based aesthetic systems for practitioners 
worldwide. Together we share an aligned vision that puts the consumer and the business account at the 
heart of everything we do, to ensure patients optimal skin health, maximum treatment efficacy + safe 
results with ongoing business support.   

At SkinCeuticals we wholeheartedly believe that the best results stem from an integrated approach; 
medical and professional procedures combined with homecare routines and we are excited to 
collaborate with Cutera and their laser device expertise.  

As equal pioneers in the industry, we look forward to continuing to innovate our protocols & research in 
order to deliver cutting edge and clinically proven results, backed by science. “ 

As part of this new collaboration, both teams will be holding workshops throughout the second half of 
2021, where they will showcase and discuss the newly developed protocol and evaluate the clinical 
outcomes observed through this new and unique combination.  
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CONTACT CUTERA: Sam Keene, Cutera UK 
PHONE: 07793 054329 EMAIL skeene@cutera.com/Email: info.uk@cutera.com 
 
WEB: www.cutera.co.uk 

Contact SkinCeuticals: Maddy Lewis, SkinCeuticals. Maddy.lewis@loreal.com. 
SkinCeuticals.co.uk  

 


